Since 2003

Gone are the days of paper forms and printed programs. An increasing number of Rotary events are embracing online registration services and event apps. An Event App improves efficiencies and eliminates the printed program. It also maximizes participation and improves marketing capabilities for the event.

Reasons to Use it!

A personalized experience: Our personalized experience is the cornerstone of our app. Each attendee gets a unique schedule where they can add session, a personalized activity feed and the ability to post directly to their social channels from within the app.

Easy for planners: You’re probably not a technology expert, and when you use MY EVENT you don’t have to be. The MY EVENT Center makes it simple to create a custom-branded event app without the cost of hiring technical support.

Key features: MY EVENT App

- Fully Integrated with DACdb
- No more print. Many events use printed programs and abstract books
- Attendee Convenience & Instant Updates
- Complete program
- Keep up with Trends
- Stay connected and build your community
- Private Social Network ...Real time event analytics
- Keep up with attendee demands
- Feedback, Ratings & Quick Polls
- And so much MORE...